


Camp Invention® is an acclaimed 
hands-on STEM program that provides 
a turnkey system for bringing invention 
education to students.



• An engaging, nationally recognized K-6 program

• Authentic invention education to children for 
more than 30 years

• Brand-new curriculum is developed and tested 
each year

• Hands-on experiences that encourage divergent 
thinking

• Backed by independent research

• Designed to spark imaginations through open-
ended engagement in creative problem solving

HANDS-ON STEM PROGRAMMING

Student learns about innovation through 
hands-on development of prototypes



Innovative Experiences

• Foster critical thinking, collaboration and 
creativity through authentic STEAM experiences

• Practice empathy, and build confidence and 
persistence through real-world challenges

• Engage children through high-energy activities 
and active participation in learning experiences

• Cultivate educator's innovative mindset through 
job-embedded professional development

Student observes a unique Glow Box 
created through electrical engineering 



Turnkey Implementation

• All-inclusive program curriculum and 
materials 

• All materials shipped in classroom 
sets from our warehouse to your 
program location

• Personalized support and resources 
ensure a positive experience

• Step-by-step curriculum guide and 
online resources reduce prep time

NIHF-provided materials 
support innovation and creativity.



Flexible & Immersive Curriculum

• Four all-new, themed modules 
with hands-on activities every year

• Curriculum differentiated for 
primary and intermediate levels

• Aligned to state, Common Core 
and Next Generation Science 
Standards

Physics and fun come together as students explore 
motion and momentum with In the Game.



Ingenuity and global connections 
through water quality exploration with 
a mobile robotic laboratory.

Biophysics, optics, and electrical 
engineering involved in illuminating 
inventions and glowing animals.  

Prototyping and design thinking as it 
relates to the invention and the 
innovative process.

Physics, engineering and 
entrepreneurship with a sports ball, 
board game and building a brand.

Four confidence-boosting modules 
spark imagination and innovation 
through hands-on challenges and 
open-ended exploration.





Module Overview: IN THE GAME

IN THE GAME gives students the chance to be innovative all-stars as 
they engineer their own light-up ball game. After creating a unique 
sports ball, they explore the physics of motion, then find out how to 
protect their ideas with intellectual property and reach the goal of 
being inducted into the Game of Fame!

• PHENOMENA EXAMPLE: Ball dissection through media, physics 
of catching and throwing various balls into Game Board

• LIFE SKILLS CONCEPTS: Creative and critical thinking, speaking 
and listening, reasoning and problem solving, risk-taking

• MATH CONCEPTS: Calculating scores, probability

• LITERACY CONCEPTS: STEM vocabulary, presentation of 
knowledge and ideas, making inferences, reading and writing in 
Inventor Log

• WHAT THEY TAKE HOME: Game Board: a tabletop game, sports 
ball, sporting equipment prototype



Module Overview: IN THE GAME



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaOjSV45yTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaOjSV45yTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HaOjSV45yTw




Module Overview: LET’S GLOW

In LET’S GLOW, students learn about biophysics, optics and electrical 
engineering as they discover illuminating inventions and engineer 
their own one-of-a-kind Glow Box. They investigate how light works 
in LEDs, fiber optics and even glowing animals. With ultraviolet light, 
they uncover clues to reveal a mystery, using the power of light to 
help their ideas shine.

• PHENOMENA EXAMPLE: Light refraction experiments, light and 
foil reflection, streaking petri dishes with UV paint

• LIFE SKILLS CONCEPTS: Decision-making, goal setting, problem 
solving, collaboration and communication, persistence

• LITERACY CONCEPTS: STEM vocabulary, reading and following 
instructional text in Inventor Log, sharing of ideas and 
hypotheses, ask and answer questions, multiple styles of media 
to communicate information

• WHAT THEY TAKE HOME: Glow Box: a proprietary box with white 
and UV LED light strips wired to a double-sided circuit board and 
slides featuring their designs 



Module Overview: LET’S GLOW



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKo2dwDPcoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKo2dwDPcoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKo2dwDPcoI




Module Overview: OPERATION: HYDRODROP

In OPERATION: HYDRODROP, students embark on an epic global operation to 
explore and solve water challenges around the world. They personalize their 
own light-up robotic Lab-on-Wheels inspired by cutting-edge marine science 
technology. Using creative problem solving, they engineer solutions to filter 
and clean water, becoming hydro heroes. 

• PHENOMENA EXAMPLE: Drought and flooding, water filtration

• LIFE SKILLS CONCEPTS: Resilience, reasoning and problem solving, 
interpersonal skills, speaking and listening

• MATH CONCEPTS: Calculating water usage of various crops and making 
comparisons

• LITERACY CONCEPTS: Diagramming and writing about invention, reading 
and writing in Inventor Log, comprehension and collaboration, STEM 
vocabulary, ask and answer questions, making inferences, cause and effect 

• WHAT THEY TAKE HOME: Lab-on-Wheels: a mobile laboratory with a light-
up robotic base, model tiny house with crops, water-solution prototypes 



Module Overview: OPERATION: HYDRODROP



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDG6bHoQZDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDG6bHoQZDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDG6bHoQZDE




Module Overview: PROTOTYPING STUDIO

Students step into the PROTOTYPING STUDIO where they are 
empowered to mold and transform their ideas into unique 
inventions. They find inspiration in how Our Nation’s Greatest 
Innovators™ invented their first prototypes, then they build their 
own toolbox to fill with useful tools and take it home to keep on 
inventing anything, anywhere.

• PHENOMENA EXAMPLE: Non-standard materials, materials 
exploration

• LIFE SKILLS CONCEPTS: Curiosity, flexibility, cooperation, 
collaboration and communication

• MATH CONCEPTS: Calculating cost of goods and materials

• LITERACY CONCEPTS: Reading and writing in Inventor Log, 
presentation of knowledge and ideas, divergent thinking and 
fluency 

• WHAT THEY TAKE HOME: Toolbox: a functional and 
personalized toolbox with a cardboard safety saw and a tape 
measure, rapid design prototypes



Module Overview: PROTOTYPING STUDIO



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1B033UjYsU&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1B033UjYsU&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b1B033UjYsU&t=2s


Meeting Your Districts' Unique Needs

• A customizable program to fit a variety of 
summer schedules

• All materials delivered in classroom sets

• A classroom set covers a singular space with 
up to 25 participants

• A customizable curriculum, 
supplements and 
pacing guides



Customizable Implementation: Full Day

The National Inventors Hall of Fame® offers 
flexible programming that can stand alone or 
be embedded in district/school summer 
programming. Your dedicated National 
Inventors Hall of Fame representative will 
work with you to build a customized schedule 
that fits your specific needs.



Customizable Implementation: Half Day



WHAT’S INCLUDED





• What are your specific program goals?

• How many hours/days/weeks of programming do you need?

• When do you plan to run the program?

• How many classrooms are you planning to support?

• How many students/teachers are you planning to support?
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